ARCTEC 264 HIGH ALLOY STEEL

a quality welding alloy

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS:
ARCTEC 264 is a versatile, easy to use, low heat maintenance welding alloy for joining and build up applications
on most ferrous steels. This electrode has excellent weldability in all positions and produces finely rippled, crack
resistant, spatter free deposits that are fully machineable. The deposit has good heat and corrosion resistance.

APPLICATIONS:
ARCTEC 264 is suiatable for joining and build up of dissimilar steels, tool and die repair, spring steel and as a
cushion layer for hard overlays. Suitable for service temperatures up to 350ºC.

WELDING PROCEDURE:
Clean weld area free from oil, grease, rust and other surface contaminants. Bevel heavy section before welding.
Maintain a short arc and use stringer beads to prevent overheating. Allow deposit to cool before removing slag.
Preheating and postweld heat treatment is generally not required, but may be specified or recommended for the
base material.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES:
Tensile Strength
115,000 psi
790 MPa

Yield Strength
80,000 psi
550 MPa

Elongation
Approx.
25% - 2"

OPERATING PARAMETERS:
WELDING PROCESS: SMAW
POLARITY: DC Reverse or AC

Recommended Amperage:
Diameter
Amperage

CALGARY FAX:(403)-250-7682
PHONE:(403)-250-9355

2.50 mm 3/32"
60-80

EDMONTON: (780)-484-4896
(780)-484-3304

3.25 mm 1/8"
80-100

4.0 mm 5/32"
110-130

VANCOUVER: (604)-596-2940
(604)-596-6207

WINNIPEG: (204)-663-7955
(204)-663-9182

The seller makes no warranties, express or implied, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, except as
expressly stated in seller's contract, delivery slip or invoice form. Technical data and suggested application are provided to assist you in making your own evaluations and
decisions and should not be interpreted as expressed or implied warranties. Mechanical properties are typical or average values obtained by testing and comparing many heats
of the same alloys. Minimum and maximum values are noted accordingly and are not intended for specific purposes.
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